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Recent technologies in the Internet of *ings (IoT) environment aim to provide intelligent services to users. Intelligent services
can be managed and executed by systems that handle context information sets. Handling intelligent services leads to three major
considerations: objects in the real world that should be described as metadata, a data enrichment procedure from sensing values
for representing states, and controlling functionalities to manage services. In this study, an extensible data-enrichment scheme is
proposed. *e proposed scheme provides a way to describe profiles, data abstraction procedures, and functionalities that support
the building of context information sets derived from raw datasets in the manner of a semantic web stack. Finally, data enrichment
will help any system that uses context information by providing improved, understandable, and readable datasets to the service
developers or the systems themselves.

1. Introduction

With the advent of Internet technology, the term “Internet of
*ings (IoT) environment” broadly applies to diverse in-
dustries and domains, such as agriculture, robotics, and
autonomous vehicles [1–3]. However, there are three major
concerns to be considered when using IoT techniques to
provide intelligent services.

First, objects in the real world should be described in a
unified way to be accessed by the users and relevant systems.
*is can lead to resolving heterogeneous issues; for example,
developers still exert extra effort into developing source code
interfaces as manufacturers provide different levels of
sample codes for various purposes [4–6]. Besides, there are
common factors to be considered when working with these
devices, such as data types, data abstraction methods, and
data representations. *ese factors are selected to enable life
cycles that are visible and manageable based on service
requirements, time spent by developers and users, and ex-
pense costs.

Second, the status values should be properly matched.
*e term status value implies how users, service developers,
and systems can understand the sensing values from the

devices, which are represented in different formats. For
example, commercial sensor devices may provide readable
values or string literals that users and systems can under-
stand. However, limited approaches have been conducted
regarding this as diverse sensor devices or relevant devices in
the middle of the implementation process do not fully
provide proper code blocks to manipulate and process
functionalities or sensing values [7–10].

*ird, controlling functionalities should be considered
to provide built-in or ready-to-execute services by a se-
quence of service names, input parameters, output re-
sponses, and their data types. Consider context-aware
systems that provide services based on the surroundings of
deployed sensors and robotic devices as a practical imple-
mentation case. When robots are about to proceed to ac-
tivate the services, there should be descriptions of
functionalities written in certain languages. *is third issue
has several perspectives regarding controlling functionalities
that are directly connected to the output interfaces for
developers, users, and relevant systems. *erefore, these
conflicting requirements should be considered among the
people or developers who are interested in the phases of
development, service planning, and avoidance of
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malfunctions [11–13]. One advantage of considering func-
tionality controls in the robotics domain is that recent
applications and submodules are run andmanaged by Robot
Operating System (ROS). However, software developers who
desire to use these functionalities may not have sufficient
experience in manipulation because learning detailed
knowledge of operating robots is necessary. *erefore, in-
tercommunication modules should be provided to devel-
opers to meet these requirements.

In this study, we propose a new scheme called
*ingsMetadata to address these issues as an XML imple-
mentation of the semantic web stack. *ingsMetadata en-
ables both software developers and robotics engineers to
describe objects in the real world as metadata, for example,
profiles, sensor devices, and robotic devices. It provides basic
information and processing routines for representing them
into Resource Description Framework (RDF) triplet called a
data enrichment procedure. Data enrichment proceeds to
change the gathered values from the sensor devices to an
equivalent level of status information. Finally, it allows the
developers to define the types of deployed robot function-
alities, and these functionalities can be utilized as metadata
to provide the services. Applying the proposed scheme
provides descriptions to build data enrichment procedures,
including meta datasets for physical objects in the real-world
scene, accessing devices to collect sensing values, processing
the values to the user-defined state that service developers
can use them to describe service scenario documents, and
representing result datasets which contain the current state
of sensing value in a RDF format.

2. Literature Review

*ematerials and methods section should contain sufficient
detail so that all procedures can be repeated. It may be
divided into headed subsections if several methods are
described. When systems work with IoT environments to
provide intelligent services, there are three concerns to be
considered.

*e first is the openness of resources, objects, and ser-
vices. Openness provides better visibility for discovering,
accessing, and deploying resources to the users and systems.
Studies on openness have focused on building a set of
knowledge bases for decades [14–18]. *ese studies mainly
consider a concept called metadata as a key component of
building a knowledge base for defining objects character-
istics. Certainly, there can be different formats or structures
describing the objects owing to various requirements or
perspectives; however, these metadata concepts should
proceed for extensions of specific domain requirements and
enable the openness of these object descriptions. Moreover,
the openness concept for handling devices and context
information is highly associated with the term that is
equivalently referred to as the Internet of *ings, Internet of
Robotic *ings, Web of *ings, and so on. *e ‘*ings’
concept should be first explored from the recent research of
Web of *ings (WoT). WoT broadly covers the concept of
*ings that can be deployed and shared on the Internet, and
it provides a central building block in the W3C. WoT

provides terminologies for specifying detailed aspects, in
particular, WoT-Architecture and *ing Description (TD)
associates, such as a TD context extension, TD information
model, TD processor, TD serialization, or TD document
[19–21]. In particular, both WoT and TD consider the
terminology of personally identifiable information (PII)
[19, 22], which can be used to identify the natural person to
whom such information relates or may be directly or in-
directly linked to a natural person. Considering the term of
*ings, in this context, PII also includes not only the profile
of persons but also any objects, including devices and
datasets that are gathered from it, which can interact with
users. Moreover, the concept of PII is fairly considered in
ISO-IEC-29100, which is related to information and com-
munication technology (ICT) systems and indicates the
definition of objects or components in the real world that
may be interchangeable, processing them into the possible
context parts. *us, the extensible interface in the WoT that
has descriptions and collectable datasets from the *ings
needs to be explored for the consideration of context as
information sets. *ere are two major studies for building a
knowledge base to extend WoT and TD associates.

First, the study of Sensors, Observations, Actuation, and
Sampling (SOSA) ontology [23] provides broad perspectives
of sensor devices, observations from it, actuations for
processing collected observations, and sampling to represent
the value of a property, respectively. It mainly focuses on
building meta datasets for *ings with four concepts of each
SOSA component and representing them as a knowledge
base. *e SOSA ontology contains not only its metadata but
also the concept of abstracting layers that are described in
the sampling parts. When building metadata for objects
using the concepts ofWoTand TD, detailed perspectives and
studies are conducted to apply them to industrial fields.
*erefore, it is highly desirable to follow the metadata and
knowledge parts from the WoT and TD guidelines.

Second, the Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) [21] pro-
vides deeper aspects of representing metadata or *ings
themselves. Using meta datasets from both related works of
SOSA ontology and SSN enables detailed perspectives to be
gained on the handling of gathered values which can be
called fragments of processing context. Handling these
values involves various aspects in a view of abstracting
context information gathered from the devices, such as
composing abstracting levels from the bottom of the de-
ployments, processing raw datasets into well-known mea-
surement units, and representing them as semantic
knowledge parts. Janowicz and Compton [24] aimed to
provide a simplified ontology design pattern to build a
Stimulus-Sensor-Observation concept. *e importance of
considering values that change simultaneously is highly
associated with the context-aware system requirements
when the system provides dedicated services to users. *ese
consistent monitoring values should be considered in the
QoC-enhanced semantic IoT model, first-class-abstraction,
and modeling them [25–28], which indicates and categorizes
context information into three types: inferred, sensed, and
static. Expressing these concepts enables an improved in-
terpretation when gathered values interact with the
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environment, particularly in IoT-related fields. Handling
gathered values for visibility and interpretation, processing
semantic representation, including aligning them with well-
known measurement units [29, 30], and reasoning the
datasets with axioms or adding SWRL implementation for
meaningful statements [27, 31–33] are required. Although
SOSA ontology and SSN provide arbitrary interfaces for the
further implementation of the devices, the *ings descrip-
tion in context abstraction levels should be considered.
When systems handle values or status from sensor devices,
especially in context-aware systems, they require informa-
tion sets such as signals, sensing values, and profiles that
should be aligned with equivalent levels or degrees following
one of the certain concepts for the users and systems.*us, it
is necessary to focus on the context aspects and its ab-
straction process [31, 34–37]. *at is, it generalizes the
processes of data abstraction based on adapting metadata
concepts and specifying additional information to describe
details of certain levels of context information. Related
studies have been conducted on handling signals or sensing
values to meet the requirements for data fusion, acquisition,
and processing of sensing data domains. One of the models
referred to as the Joint Directors of Laboratories (JDL) Data
Fusion Model has been maintained as the standard for
defense data fusion systems, which has the advantage of
collaborating associated intelligence into dissemination
[38–41]. *e JDL data fusion model is well designed for the
flows of perception, data processing, and evaluation of as-
sociate intelligence including sensing data. Other studies on
the acquisition and processing of sensing data on robotics
applications have demonstrated that diverse aspects and
objectives exist depending on how robotic devices can
provide solutions to issues regarding automation, control,
and management [42–44]. *ese studies have specific
procedures or equations for processing the sensing values for
further applications. However, there should be certain ways
to generalize this procedure, which has not been broadly
conducted. *erefore, there is a lack of concern that het-
erogeneous devices, such as sensors, profiles, and robotic
devices, including the JDL data fusion model, have difficulty
picking up these phases in a certain manner. Owing to these
concerns, individual sensors or entities should be investi-
gated. We refer to this procedure as “data enrichment,”
which will be introduced in Section 3. *e data enrichment
procedure provides details on how to use these processed
information sets.

*ird, there are other considerations when context-
aware systems work in collaborative environments of IoT
and robotics [45]. One of themain requirements for context-
awareness and abstraction is to enable flexible, user-cus-
tomized, and autonomic services based on the related
context of IoT components and/or its users. It also em-
phasizes that context-based information forms the basis for
taking actions in response to the current situation or con-
dition, possibly using information sets of sensors or actu-
ators. *e importance of the use of context and providing
autonomous services to users in semantic information was
also highlighted by Mahieu et al. [46]. Recent developments
in robotic devices include profiles of functionalities through

ROS environments [47].*e ROS provides a soft abstraction
layer for each part of the hardware or logical modules as
nodes. Nodes consist of various functionalities in a simple
manner, such as node names, topic names, and message
types. When software developers attempt to test or operate
robotic devices, they usually follow the built-in default
settings, although they are not familiar with the ROS en-
vironment. To overcome this issue, a variety of data de-
scription structures with the JSON API have been
established in the study by Rosbridge [48]. *is package can
reduce the efforts of the developers who are familiar with
ROS when testing the functionalities. Conversely, features
such as developing interfaces should be provided to non-
ROS developers. Once key factors to control robots are
provided, releasing interfaces can be solved in a much easier
manner. Recent and popular implementations of robotic
devices have been shared in open-source projects in an ROS
manner [49–52], and functionalities of robotic devices are
described in specifications or node configurations com-
patible with ROS. *erefore, the proposed scheme should
contain fields for functionalities, such as function names,
function parameters, function return types, and topic or
message names for ROS compatibility. Table 1 summarizes
the aforementioned related studies for easier
comprehension.

3. Extensible Data Enrichment Scheme

In this section, an extensible data enrichment scheme re-
ferred to as *ingsMetadata is proposed. *e goal of the
scheme is to provide description sets to service developers
who have an interest in handling objects in a real-world
scene. *e description sets mainly consist of two parts. One
is a meta dataset for characteristics of the objects, and the
other meta dataset for the collected sensing values to process
from the bottom of context perspectives. *ingsMetadata is
an XML-based implementation, following the semantic web
stack manner and aims to build how both metadata and
sensed values can be processed in the literal state and then be
represented into triplets utilizing the RDF model. In par-
ticular, the proposed scheme integrates context-level stages,
including sensed value results, to provide certain statements
to context-aware systems. To understand *ingsMetadata,
the concept of context information and its definition are also
introduced. *is section consists of five subsections, starting
with the requirements for the scheme through the under-
standing of the context information in the IoTenvironment.
Subsequently, the degrees of context information level along
with *ingsMetadata are described.

3.1. Overview of the Context Information. In general, the
perspectives of context in the IoT environment include
diverse aspects. In this study, we mainly focus on the context
information term. Before providing an overview of the
context information, Section 2 summarizes the requirements
and considerations.

Heterogeneous devices are deployed in the IoT envi-
ronment such that descriptions including profiles,
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access information, and sensed data types should be
formed in unified structures.
Although the descriptions can be formed in complex
ways, context information should be presented to users
in a simple manner, and the systems can be considered
as “easy to manage” for further usage.
Processed data and their descriptions should be han-
dled in a reliable manner to trace each processing step
in case of malfunctions or corrections of the
descriptions.

To meet these requirements, the definition of context
information should include detailed concepts. *erefore, we
consider not only the meaning of the ordinary context, as
discussed in Sections 2 and 3, but also take a deeper look at
the definition of context information. *e definition of
context information in this paper is described in Definition
1, and the terms or symbols used here are presented in
Table 2.

Definition 1. Context information refers to a subset of
contexts that contains the following three concepts:

Context information follows the same definition as the
research by Dey [53] which is as follows “Context is any
information that can be used to characterize the situ-
ation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object
that is considered relevant to the interaction between a
user and an application, including the user and ap-
plications themselves.”
Context information consists of abstracting procedures
such as building up*ingsMetadata, low-level context,
high-level context, and situational information. *ese
procedures provide ways to describe profiles such as the

information for accessing sensor devices, types of
sensed values, and converting gathered values into URI
or literals as vocabularies in a group.

Context information contains a part of the state data or
literals for source information and sensor devices in the
IoT environment formed in a *ingsMetadata scheme,
and each relation is represented as a triplet T, where T =
(s,p,o) from the RDF data model [18].

Our definition of context information is particularly
designed to deal with metadata and their sensed values in
IoT environments. Metadata such as profiles, descriptions,
and objects in the real world can be considered as static
information owing to their characteristics or profiles that do
not change. Compared to the typical meta datasets above,
sensed values can be repeatedly provided as live feeds or new
state information from the deployed environments. It also
considers metadata and sensed values simultaneously be-
cause they have the same source and should not be dealt with
separately. Supposing we obtain information such as tem-
perature at a specific location, regardless of how different
types of sensor devices are deployed and assuming their
sensed values may be using different types or units of
measurement, we determine feelings of bridging tempera-
ture and the fixed state (coldness or warmness), even a
thermometer can be used to determine the temperature
using designated well-known units (i.e.,°C or °F). Finally,
both metadata and sensed values should be considered.

While handling sensed values from the raw data to the
human and system understandable state, abstracting these
procedures should also be considered as data enrichment.
Our proposed scheme provides these steps with four degrees
of abstraction. *e following abstraction steps are modeled
in accordance with the human recognition system shown in

Table 1: Summary of issues discussed regarding the context aspects in related works, Section 2.

Issue Key factor Consideration

• Supporting openness
• Metadata

• Objects in the real world are nonunified to describe
characteristics and implement interfaces for various

domains.
• Datasets are individually structural, different, or unstructured

formats.....

• Knowledgebase • Metadata concepts provide possible solutions for the openness
issues.

• Lack of guidelines for handling
context as data enrichment

• Behavior how datasets are
processed

• Sensing values can be collected and managed in generalized
behaviors.

• Building up information sets
into equivalent abstraction level

• Each processing phase has independent concepts or equations
for measurement units.

• Readability for users and
relevant systems

• Processed results should be represented and interpreted in a
simplified form to overcome individually different query

usages.

• Functionalities provision for
nonskilled users

• ROS-based functionalities • ROS-based functionalities consist of combinations of nodes,
topics, and messages.

• Interfaces for readability • Rosbridge is one of open-source projects that interconnect with
both ROS and non-ROS operating systems.

• Resolving conflicts for service
developers and users

• Relevant surrounding information sets, such as how to control
robots or manage services, should be provided as a metadata

element. *en, they help to provide a broad view of
implementation to the nonskilled users.
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Figure 1 as a generalized way of context abstraction that how
the perceptions can bemade in such levels, including profiles
of robotic things, for other purposes.

Figure 1 shows the overall concept of the proposed data
enrichment method. *e data enrichment method aims to
plan the levels of processing context information in IoT and
Robotics environments, as discussed in Section 2. Each step
provides a way of describing context information based on
the degrees from the sensed values to the human-under-
standable information. *ese steps involve data enrichment
and data abstraction models. One of the requirements that
we explored was the “easy to use” context. Our data en-
richment scheme provides steps for knowledge, from
making profiles to converting sensor data by utilizing our
model. *rough the data abstraction model, the context
information sets were finally represented in a triplet form.
*is triplet form provides a simple and powerful description.
All input datasets are described in the *ingsMetadata
format, which provides the following advantages:

Interpretability. Every data element can be represented
in a triplet form, which can easily provide readability to
users and service developers. *e datasets described in
this triplet form can also be processed by any SPARQL-
relevant applications. *ese applications are also
considered as knowledge base, and ontology tools and
interfaces are also provided.
Adaptability. *e *ingsMetadata form provides var-
ious ways and data fields for objects in the real world to
describe their profiles, sensor data types, processing
sensed data, and so on. Previous studies have similarly
considered these profiles [14–18]. Furthermore, our
*ingsMetadata has sensor data types that can be
converted into meaningful states.
Extensibility. *e resulting datasets are followed by the
*ingsMetadata structure, and they are represented in
the RDF form for ontology. Other elements such as
static metadata sets, which are explored in Section 2,
can additionally be described depending on require-
ments and service domains. In this study, our ab-
straction model only considers sensor devices, user
profiles, and robotic devices; however, other objects in
different domains can be attached for further
considerations.

3.2. 2ingsMetadata. *ingsMetadata as the first degree of
data enrichment is a scheme or any instance following the
structure that contains descriptions for the user profile,
sensor devices, or robotic devices. *is is a new term for
objects in real-world scenarios.

Definition 2. 2ingsMetadata. A subset of context infor-
mation that refers to a description for any object that has
attributes under specific named elements. *ingsMeta-
data is the first stage of a context abstraction model that
creates higher context levels, such as low-level context,
high-level context, and situational relationships. *e
concepts and details for *ingsMetadata are described as
follows:

*ingsMetadata, shown in Figures 2 and 3, can be
described in two different data formats including, but
not limited to, XML, JSON, or any structured docu-
ments. Figure 2 shows the first part of the entire
*ingsMetadata scheme as shown in static information
sets. In Figure 2, examples of metadata are placed;
however, metadata sets can be replaced by the WoT
guidelines as discussed in Section 2. Figure 3 shows the
rest of the scheme, that is, the active information sets
that are base information for data abstraction in this
study. *ingsMetadata contains general profiles cate-
gorized in a description, an entity name for their ID,
interval, data format, and transform. A primary key for
each *ingsMetadata is an entity name, which is de-
scribed as _id.
In general, *ingsMetadata provides both static and
active information. Static information refers to unique
characteristic information, such as profiles, data types,
or converting rules for sensed values. Active infor-
mation refers to any gathered or converted data from
sensed values as time flows. *e datasets of the active
information are described using the transform element.
*e details of the active information are described in
the following sections.
To obtain sensing values, fields under Access should be
filled with connecting information, such as plain text
and private credentials. Although profiles mostly
contain string literals, entities for access follow the rules
listed in Table 3.

Table 2: Terms that are used in the extensible data enrichment and context information levels.

Symbol Name Description
s Subject A vocabulary for representing the thing to be perceived
p Predicate A vocabulary for the relationship between s and o
o Object A vocabulary for representing the state or description of s
T Triplet A combination of s, p, and o in the form of < s, p, o >
G Group A set or union of triplet T
V Vocabulary String literals that can be chosen from the *ingsMetadata description
U URIs A set of uniform resource identifiers
B Blank nodes A node in RDF graphs representing an anonymous resource
L Literals A string or a numerical sequence of letters or digits
F(X) Function for domain X A function that defines how to process data enrichment
X Domain X A set of input data for data enrichment functions
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Fields under Common, Sensor, or Robot in description
are used to describe properties for logical mappings
through ontology.*en, users or service developers can
find profile information from the desired input string
sets or literals as static information set with entity.
Fields under DataInfo are used to bind logical data
fields or entities. Properties under this field are used to
first find references from the given entity names, not as
literal. *en, the users or service developer can describe
the combined status from multiple devices or sensing
values.
Fields under DataFormat provide data type interfaces
for heterogeneous devices connected by con-
nectionType under the description information. By
filling the types of sensed data, this procedure avoids
type mismatches during a gathering data phase in
runtime during the collection of raw datasets. Raw
datasets will be collected by valueType profile and
Access in Description as incoming channels.

Raw datasets refer to values without well-known or
human-understandable units; for example, the temperature
degree can be obtained from sensing values upon the re-
sistances in the sensor devices. *e temperature can be
calculated from the sensing values using formulas,
depending on the devices used. In this case, the sensing
values are raw datasets, and the temperatures are abstracted
values with a rule that converts the raw datasets into
temperatures.

Raw datasets can also be processed into meaningful
information for users or systems using data enrichment or
data abstraction procedures. *ese procedures are per-
formed by the descriptions under a Transform element that
contains detailed procedure steps. Users and systems can use
either type of data bindings: raw data or one of the further
procedures that uses Transform description. In this paper,
one example of using situational relationships is introduced;
however, the rest of the data bindings can be found in the
same way with the *ingsMetadata usage.

3.3. Low-Level Context. *ingsMetadata provides descrip-
tions of connectionmethods or access information to target
objects in the real world. Although properties are described
as a profile of the *ingsMetadata description, there are
issues that need to be solved, such as mismatching mea-
surement units. For example, we assume that there are two
different types of sensor devices; one is a well-designed
sensor device that provides temperature values in degrees
Celsius. *e other sensor device is a manually assembled
heterogeneous sensing device with software modules that
are programmed by open sources and are mostly repre-
senting raw values in electrical observations. Both provide
values for temperature; however, the latter provides raw
sensing values. In this case, the latter one should be con-
verted into the same measurement units as what the first
device provides before users or service developers can
understand them. In a low-level context, the aforemen-
tioned examples can be processed into the same mea-
surement unit by applying such functions that are
described manually. *en, service developers can bring
adjusted sensing values and their perspectives. Figure 3
shows the remaining structure of the *ingsMetadata
scheme that is used for abstracting sensing values, such as
low-level context, high-level context, and situational re-
lationships. *e low-level context is the second degree used
to process the sensing values in data enrichment.

Definition 3. Low-Level Context. *is refers to datasets that
are converted from raw datasets to values containing hu-
man-readable or well-known units. A low-level context can
be used when the raw datasets are less sufficient to be
represented for the users or service developers to understand
the values.*e detailed concepts for the low-level context are
as follows:

When processing the raw datasets into a low-level
context, the procedure itself is called “converting.” *e
converting procedure is performed using the descrip-
tions in *ingsMetadata. *e applied descriptions,
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Figure 1: Overview of a data enrichment concept considering metadata and sensed values with four degrees of abstraction.
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such as data types and conversion rules, were used.
However, the collected datasets do not require when
they are done with processing to certain measurements,
and then this conversion procedure can be skipped.
Data types for origin sources (raw datasets) are de-
scribed in a HasType element under valueType, which
is the same content as the DataFormat from the

*ingsMetadata section. *e other data types for a
target low-level context piece are described in the
HasType element under basisValue. *e two different
HasType and DataFormat elements have the same
structures for formatting data types.
*e DataFormat and HasType elements have
two different subelements: simpleType and

Common, things type

Common, deviceID

Common, productName

Common, ownerID

Common, manufacturer

Common, manufacturerID

Common, deviceVersion

Common, firmwareVersion

Common, deviceImage

Access, currentLocation

Access, actionEnabled
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Transform

has Type
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Choice

All

Figure 2: *e *ingsMetadata scheme provides fields for profiles and data types of sensing values to connect to real-world objects in the
system using higher-level context information. Profiles can provide five types of datasets: common for describing things in the real world,
access information to acquire live feeds from objects, sensor devices, user information, and data information for binding logical entities that
are already described and be used again for different purposes.
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Figure 3: Transform element in the *ingsMetadata scheme comprising of three subelements: valueType, basisValue, and gatherValue.
*ese subelements are used for describing the procedure of abstracting sensor values from raw data to situational relationships.
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complexType. *ey are both used to describe data
types; however, the usages are different by the be-
havior or correspondence of incoming datasets.
While simpleType is used for one data stream
channel that provides the output with a single data
type, complexType is used for multiple data stream
channels containing multiple simpleType sets in a
sequence.
Converting rules are described in a convertingModel
element under basisValue as attributes. *e converting
rules are represented as functions and domains,
denoted as f and X, respectively, for example, f i(Xm) or
f j(X1, X2, . . ., Xn). All f i can be defined by the users or
service developers to targetconvertingDataFormat,
convertingEquation, and lowlevelContextRange for an
output data type, the equation f i, and a range of output
data, respectively. All domains Xn are the same vari-
ables or literals from valueField under HasType.
*e results for the conversion procedure are assigned to
resultMapping and the remaining elements are put
under lowlevelContext of gatherValue if the output
data type is correctly cast and their datasets are in the
proper boundary according to the range.
*e remaining elements can work with the two be-
haviors to be filled. First, if the elements are empty, the
values can be used from the convertingModel. Second,
if the elements are filled, the values are evaluated
against the convertingModel. Both behaviors can
proceed at the validation stage for *ingsMetadata or
during the runtime when resultMapping is assigned.
Finally, the converted datasets are represented in hu-
man-readable and well-known units.

3.4. High-Level Context. We defined several parts of context
information such as the *ingsMetadata scheme, raw
datasets, and low-level context. Further, raw datasets can be
processed in two ways (Algorithm 1).

First, they are processed into a low-level context,
which represents values with human-readable and well-
known units when they have no information about the
unit of measurements. Second, raw datasets are in a low-
level context, as they are represented by units. A high-level

context aims to transform a low-level context, which
contains numerical values, into string literals representing
their state, including literals defined by the users. In this
stage, users and service developers can determine the state
of the given or collected values. A high-level context is a
third degree to process the sensing values in data
enrichment.

Definition 4. High-Level Context. *is refers to datasets that
are transformed from a low-level context. *e high-level
context can be symbolized as string literal forms repre-
senting the states of the target sources. Users or service
developers can describe and understand the state in a string
literal form, even if the values are aligned with the units
when they are at the stage of processing a low-level context.
*e detailed concepts for the high-level context are as
follows:

When the low-level context is processed into a high-
level context, the procedure itself is referred to as
“transforming.” *e transforming procedure is per-
formed by using the descriptions in *ingsMetadata.
Transforming a low-level context into a high-level
context aims to represent their state as literals by the
users or service developers that deal with the numerical
values collected from the devices or robotic things.
*e input data for the transforming procedure are the
resultMapping values under lowlevelContext. *ese
input data are assigned to an equation value under
highlevelContext. *en, the output data values are
evaluated to check whether the result of the equation
values is satisfied by trueValue or falseValue, which
shows binary outputs.
Transforming rules are described in an equation ele-
ment under the highlevelContext. *e transforming
rules are represented as functions f and domains X,
such as f i (Xm) or f j(X1, X2, . . ., Xn). All f i can be
defined by the users or service developers to equation,
trueValue, and falseValue under resultMapping.
*e results for the converting procedures are assigned
to HasType under basisValue if the output data type is
correctly cast and their datasets are in the proper
boundary according to the range. *e converted

Table 3: Details for access information entities in *ingsMetadata.

Entity name Description Type
currentLocation Name of location for target object Literals
actionEnabled Whether access fields are on or not Boolean
subPropertyOf Name of subproperty Literals
superPropertyOf Name of superproperty Literals

connectionType Connection type
(bluetooth, BLE, IPv4, IPv6, SERIAL, OTHERS) Enum literals

Discoverable Whether the entity is discovered or not Boolean
targetIPv4 Target IPv4 address sockaddr∗

targetIPv6 Target IPv6 address sockaddr_in6∗

targetAddr Target address (manual) Literals
Uuid UUID strings Literals
∗indicates that the following data types have the same structure as POSIX libraries.
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datasets are then represented as human-readable and
well-known units.

3.5. Situational Relationships. Once low- and high-level
contexts are processed successfully, each entity will be filled
with values or string literals of information, followed by the
*ingsMetadata scheme.*en, the string literals in the scheme
can be used or illustrated to represent their status as keywords
in the RDF model. However, there are no rules for conducting
and combining keywords to be used as context information.
Furthermore, ambiguity certainly occurs in any situationwhere
service developers or users describe scenarios including context
information sets, as there aremany string literals in the scheme,
and they are coupled in a complex structure with different
depths. In this subsection, we suggest situational relationships,
the final degree of data enrichment.

Definition 5. Situational Relationships. *is refers to data-
sets described in a triplet form. Combining the forms of
keywords derived from high-level contexts has several op-
tions. Using situational relationships with concatenating
keywords that are similar to using a predicate between them
by rules is recommended. *e purpose is to connect de-
scriptions of metadata and sensed values related to objects in
the real world directly based on first-order logic. *e
meaning of first-order logic in this section can be described
using a plain statement derived from reducing several logical
statements. *e detailed concepts for situational relation-
ships are described as follows:

When processing the high-level context, the procedure
itself is referred to as “inferencing.” *e inferencing
procedure is performed using the following concepts
from semantic web techniques: first-order logic, deri-
vation with chained reduction, and reasoning methods.

Situational relationships can be represented in higher-
order logic; however, it is mostly focused on build-
ing up with first-order logic. *e definition of the
first-order logic follows relevant research, including
the use of quantified variables over nonlogical objects
and the concatenation of sentences that contain
variables. One triplet example for representing sit-
uational relationships based on first-order logic can
be expressed as follows: <Turtlebot1_MeetingRoomA,
robotFeature, Tea_Service3> or < Subject, Predicate,
Object > triplet form as same as the mentioned triplet
of (s, p, o).
Keywords in the triplet form should be applied values
or string literals from the *ingsMetadata structure.
Subject can be selected as any entity literal or any
object in the real world. Predicate can be any element
name from the structure. Meanwhile, Object can be
one of the values or string literals that represents the
state or description of a subject followed by the same
Predicate.
Input data are the ones of *ingsMetadata entities and
their contents. *en, users and service developers can
describe triplets as outputs of situational relationships
after the filling instance with the structure is done.
*ere are two types of triplets that can be composed
with the *ingsMetadata scheme.
First, there are simple triplets without derivations or
chained reductions. *e meaning of no derivations is
that users, service developers, or systems can conve-
niently look up values from the triplets.
Second, there are reduced triplets with derivations or
chained reductions. *e reason for applying the deri-
vation or chain reduction is to make triplets’ readable
for the users and systems. *e reduced triplets can be

Let G be a finite group and T � (s,p,o) be a triplet from the RDF data model, which is a subset of G.
Define V= {s,p,o |T � (s,p,o) ∈ UB × U × UBL, where T ∈G}
Consider each *ingsMetadata document as an input.
Consider a particular triplet Tz � (“2ingsMetadata”, ofA, the assigned literal of “Entity”) as a root triplet denoted as Tz � (sz, pz, oz).
Consider Ty ∈Gy, where Ty represents triplets of all adjacent individual and their predicates.
Generate Tx into Gx, where Tx contains both Ty-i and Ty-j when subject(Ty-j)� � object(Ty-i) after applying the transition rule with

chain-reductions.
Iterate all triplets Tx as Tx = (sx, px, ox) in the given set Gx.
if (equalsTo(getSubject(Ty-j)� � getObject(Ty-i) )� � result)
Make a copy of the Ty-i, denoted by T′x onto Gx, and set the predicate and object of T′x as isNow and the result of getObject(Ty-j),

respectively.
else if (!( equalsTo(getSubject(Ty-j)� � getObject(Ty-i) )� � result)

&& (IsLiteral(getObject(Ty-j))� � true)
Make a copy of the Ty-i, denoted by T′x onto Gx, set the predicate of the T′x as has< getSubject(Ty-i)>

else
Set the predicate of the T′x as hasA

merge G′ into G
end

result indicates a key name itself in *ingsMetadata structure.
∗Tm’s object oi contains user-defined literals.

ALGORITHM 1: A procedure for building reduced isNow or has<key> triplets with an SWRL rule.
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developed using an SWRL rule with a blank node B,
which is supported by one of the RDF models on se-
mantic web techniques. *e procedure for building the
reduced triplets is described in Algorithm 1.

When the target service is executed, more than a single
observed triplet that reflects the surroundings around
users, particularly the sensed value state or description
literals, will be checked by the context-aware system.
*ese state literals are represented as a triplet in a reduced
form using Algorithm 1. *rough Algorithm 1, the user-
defined literal state can be processed as generating triplets
and be merged into the given triplet group.

Both simple and reduced triplets can be used to de-
scribe the statements of the surroundings. In this study,
built-in predicates called isNow and has<Key> are
provided as examples to improve the readability and
accessibility of the triplets. *e details of the two built-
in predicates are as follows:
isNow is the first built-in predicate suggested in this paper,
which processes sensor datasets such as low-level context,
high-level context, and situational relationships. In par-
ticular, the predicate of isNow interconnects between the
entity’s name and target sensor data literals. By default,
isNow reduces statements in a high-level context. For
example, resultMapping, which describes the state of the
transformed value in highlevelContext, can have multiple
triplets in several transitions. However, these triplets can
be represented in a reduced way when isNow is used as a
predicate for each entity and describes the state infor-
mation gathered from the sensors.
has<key> is the second built-in predicate suggested in
this study, which improves the readability of triplets.
<key> can be any element name from the *ingsMe-
tadata scheme. For the nested elements, they are sep-
arated by dots at different depths and has<key>
provides better readability. For example, <Tur-
tlebot1_ConferenceRoomA, robotFeature, Tea_Serv1>,
the example triplet, can also be described
as<Turtlebot1_ConferenceRoomA, hasrobotFeature,
Tea_Serv1>. For the scenario description, the hasro-
botFeature predicate can be accessed with
Description.Robot.robotFeature.
By applying data enrichment steps with the *ingsMe-
tadata scheme described in this paper, the surroundings
can be described in a quantitative, measurable, and un-
derstandable way for the users and systems. In particular,
the users can take advantage of their interpretations
because the triplets, including user-defined ones, can be
delivered in a readable manner. Furthermore, services can
be operated by checking and verifying these information
sets in a unified representation.

4. Experiment

In this section, an experiment related to *ingsMetadata is
presented. *is section comprises three sections. First, an
overview of the experiment is presented which includes a

situation that we demonstrate in plain text, along with a
summary of the devices used in the experiment. Second, a
subsystem called the context-aware workflow language
(CAWL) engine is introduced as a middleware application
that manages surroundings and service activations. *ird,
the procedures of data enrichment were examined using the
*ingsMetadata scheme. Briefs of situational relationships
are also presented to provide better explanations.

4.1. Experiment Overview. We demonstrate how the data
enrichment scheme works and can be applied to practical
scenarios. Descriptions of the scenes are explained below.

UserA works at the office as a general manager. One of
the job responsibilities of UserA is to arrange meetups at one
of the conference rooms. Today, UserA prepares to serve tea
for the participants. *ere are two devices that UserA can
control in the conference room. One is a wearable device
(Samsung Galaxy Gear series), and the other is a robot
(Turtlebot series) on the table in the conference room. UserA
wants to control the service named serving tea through the
robot. And this service will be activated through the
wearable device by UserA.

Details of the plain text description are shown in
Figure 4; both devices should be prepared for the scenario.
First, the robot (hereinafter Turtlebot) can run as a node on
the ROS and should be assembled with various compo-
nents, such as sensors, actuators, frames, and wheels.
Second, the wearable device (referred to as Gear) can in-
teract with the user through Tizen-based user applications.
In this study, to provide tea services to the users consid-
ering minimized requirements, Turtlebot is assembled with
mobile parts, infrared range sensors, and frames for cup
slots. *e Gear provides a native app that interacts with
users using a button on the screen display. Figure 5 and
Table 4 show a blueprint of the service scenario and the
summary and details of the two devices described in the
*ingsMetadata scheme, respectively. *ere were two
purposes of the test scenario. First, to see how the users
interacted with IoT devices and robots along with context
abstraction levels. Second, seeing whether the capabilities
of service descriptions can be broadly applied when robots
can solely utilize service invocations collaborating with
user interactions or gathered values that are changed, in-
cluding arbitrary implementation using the serving plate.
*e serving plate can bridge different context levels, from
*ingsMetadata to high-level context information. *en,
the CAWL engine proceeds to look up the situational
relationships that represent the states of the specific serving
moment.

A profile summary and description of the devices used
are presented in Table 4. Turtlebot1_ConferenceRoomA and
sensor devices (IR sensors and serving plate) are combined
into a prototype, and parts of the *ingsMetadata de-
scription are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. *is
assembled device provides a tea service by the CAWL engine
introduced in Section 4.2. Controlling functionalities using
this prototype can be done manually, and we demonstrate
one of the options for working with the CAWL engine in this
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experiment. *e CAWL engine provides a way to describe
the surroundings including the user interactions in a triplet
form with scenario documents to validate whether they are
confirmed as choices of true or false states. Finally, it ac-
tivates services to the devices. We intend to plan and
describe the scenario documents for the service invoca-
tion. Service developers can find how to implement data
enrichment procedures steps such as accessing devices,
collecting raw sensing values, converting them to the level
that service developers can understand, and composing
them into triplet-based representations that are used to
invoke service applications based on the proposed
scheme.

Initially, we checked whetherGear interacts with UserA.
Once UserA interacts with Gear, the tea-serving scenario
begins. Turtlebot starts moving from a home position,
visiting seats #1 to #4 and checking whether each cup on the
serving plate is taken or not. During the process of checking
the status of the cup, IR sensors generate sensing values that
are considered as raw datasets and are available to proceed
with the data enrichment procedure with *ingsMetadata.
Further details and usages are provided in Section 4.2.

4.2. Context-Aware Workflow Engine. CAWL [54] is an
XML-based language that enables the planning of

business processes and service automation in scenario
documents. It is also a branch of workflow languages,
especially in distributed systems or ubiquitous environ-
ments. *e CAWL engine is a combination of imple-
mented middleware modules, for example, parsing
components in the documents, transmitting next work-
flows whether components are matched to the current
state or not, and activating functionalities. *e scenario
document contains description sets of surroundings,
which are described in a triplet form. *e phases of the
document can be planned in several ways. Figure 8 shows
the scenario when guests are ready to take each cup, while
Turtlebot is on the move.

4.3.DataEnrichmentProcedure. As Figures 4 and 5 illustrate
the blueprint of the experiment with procedures performed
by the CAWL engine, in this subsection, we demonstrate
how data enrichment works with *ingsMetadata. We have
implemented submodules for processing the *ingsMeta-
data scheme and instances, such as a*ingsMetadata parser,
device interface, RDF converter, SWRL module, and on-
tology loader. By using these modules, each entity based on
*ingsMetadata can be processed by identifying the devices
in the data enrichment procedure. Finally, every dataset of
situational relationships from the entities can be generated.
Figure 9 displays the brief skeleton of one IR sensor

Seat A

Seat B

Seat C

Seat D

Conference
table

UserA

Turtlebot
carries tea cups

A

B

C

D

Conference room A

Start
/sink

Figure 5: Blueprint of service scenario for serving tea. UserA activates the service through Gear, with an application installed on it to send
signals to the system for data enrichment. Once service is activated, Turtlebot will move from the starting point to each seat spot and will wait
for the guest to pick up the cup. *e service scenario is controlled and managed by the CAWL engine, which is explored in Section 4.2, and
the results of data enrichment will be used for checking the surroundings as represented in a triplet form.

UserA works at the office as a general manager. One of the job responsibilities
of UserA is to arrange meetups at one of the conference rooms. Today, UserA
prepares to serve tea for the participants. There are two devices that UserA
can control in the conference room. One is wearable device (Samsung Galaxy
Gear series), and the other is a robot (Turtlebot series) on the a table in the
conference room. UserA wants to control the service named serving tea through
the robot. And this service will be activated through the wearable device by
UserA.

Figure 4: Explanation of tea service for the conference room.
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description with the serving plate and how to proceed with
data abstraction using with Transform description to form
situational relationships (at the moment of C10, Figure 8)
that are reduced and generated following the rules presented
in Table 4 in Section 4.1; Figure 10 demonstrates the tea
serving service. In Figure 8, it is shown that the scenario
document checks such states to proceed with each step of
servings. At this point, additional conditions can be described
in the scenario document when circumstances are changed.

5. Discussion

In this study, we investigated the interconnection of objects
in real-world scenes that can provide services in the robotics

domain by handling a data abstraction procedure that is
carried out by the proposed scheme referred to as *ings-
Metadata. By applying this scheme, there are considerations
for integrating objects such as robotic devices, individual
sensor devices, and any object that can be deployed around
users.

In general, software engineers encounter difficulties in
integrating deployed objects in the real world and handling
sensing values in various formats because they can be
gathered from different software and/or hardware interfaces
or by using connectionmethods.*is difficulty can be solved
by showing information sets of endpoints, such as robot
service names, function call routines, and parameters with
data types, as well as Swagger, an open-source project that

Table 4: Details for access information entities in *ingsMetadata.

Product figure

Product name Samsung galaxy gear 2 Turtlebot 3
Entity name Gear_ConferenceRoomA Turtlebot1_ConferenceRoomA
Device type Access, sensor, user Access, robot
Manufacturer Samsung electronics Robotis
Owner UserA UserA
Access method IPv4 IPv4
Access address 192.168.15.10 192.168.15.152
Service name Service_Touch1 Echo_State/Position_State/Robot_Move
Service param N/A (user interaction) Null/Null/struct coordinates
Service return type Integer Integer/Integer/Integer
Data enrichment Low-level context to situational relationships

Transforming rules • true: RUN_TeaServ1
• FALSE: STOP_TeaServ1

Each column prints one of states below
State_READY(20)
State_TOHOME(21)
State_MOVING(22)

Position_HOME(10)
Posision_Seat#(#)

Change
states

Product figure

Product name IR proximity sensor -sharp
GP2Y0A41SK0F Serving plate prototype

Entity name Robot_Turtlebot_IRSensor# (# indicates
number) Robot_Turtlebot_Serving

Device type Access, sensor Access, DataInfo
Manufacturer Sharp N/A
Owner UserA UserA
Access method Others IPv4
Access address PIN addr 192.168.0.103
Service name IRSensor_State Serving_State
Service param Null 4 integer values from Robot_Turtlebot_IRSensor#
Service return type Integer Integer
Data enrichment Raw to situational relationships Low-level context to situational relationships
Converting/
Transforming rules

Converting rules 1309/((RawData/4) - 3)
cmTransforming rules Transforming rules

• INIT: CUP_EMPTY • INIT: SERVING_EMPTY
• true: Resultconvert > 5 �>CUP_TAKEN • true: CUP_TAKENi > 0, then, SERVING_TAKEN
• FALSE: CUP_READY • FALSE: SERVING_READY

Notes Four sensors are attached into
Robot_Turtlebot_Serving

Manually assembled, a control motherboard are attached into
Turtlebot_ConferenceRoomA
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also provides metadata for RESTful web service APIs [55].
*erefore, nonexpert developers in areas related to the
robotics domains can find references to deploy robot ser-
vices with the proposed scheme. Relevant studies that have
been presented in Section 2 can provide broad perspectives
on handling datasets from the bottom of setting up devices;
however, context information sets must be covered as they
are used as base information or input datasets for complex
service invocations.

*e proposed *ingsMetadata scheme shown in Fig-
ures 2 and 3 provides information on how datasets can be
collected and handled in different aspects of abstraction
levels. Meanwhile, software engineers or service developers
can feedback the context information in the middle of data
abstractions. *e advantage of processing datasets is that
both transparency and openness can be achieved in

structured formats. It also provides another benefit of
interpreting understandable datasets to users who may be
interested in data transformation details.

For context information usage, these datasets should be
processed in a visible manner. In the Experiment section,
the data abstraction procedure is presented in the style of a
structured scheme and description logic (DL) graph to
visualize the details. In semantic web domains, advanced
context-aware systems need to determine information sets
that should be highly relevant, understandable, and ac-
curate for both human and computer systems. Typically,
approaches using ontology are applied, and the results from
the experiment can be used to represent states for
interpretation.

*e aspects mentioned above are discussed to pro-
ceed with data abstraction. Although *ingsMetadata

Figure 6: Part of *ingsMetadata description for the devices related to Turtlebot1_ConferenceRoomA.

Figure 7: Prototype Turtlebot, combined with turtlebot3, IR sensors, and serving plate.
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focuses on integration with various sensor device types,
the capability of handling objects and datasets should be
performed as recent datasets become more complex.
*ingsMetadata currently handles discrete datasets such as
single or complex types of sensing values within the entity-
wise scale when the data acquisition phase is processed.

Recent modern systems mostly collaborate with continuous
datasets that are stored in NoSQL-based databases for use in
machine learning or deep learning analysis applications.
*erefore, the *ingsMetadata scheme should cover other
factors that can be used in the analysis processes for future
work.

CAWL scenario document (parts)

…
…

<condition expression ="C8 and C9 and C10">
<context> <rule>

<constraint name ="C8">
<subject>
<verb>
<object>

</constraint>
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<subject>

<object >
</constraint>

<constraint name ="C10">
<subject>

<object>
</constraint>

</rule> </context> </condition>
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Figure 8: Example of the CAWL scenario document and a conceptual view of triplets processing.
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Figure 9: Brief description logic (DL) graph of the data enrichment procedure based on the *ingsMetadata scheme for the IRSensor and
Serving plate. *e arrow order (blue and gray) does not matter whether trueValue or falseValue is selected.
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6. Conclusions

In this study, an extensible data enrichment scheme, *ings-
Metadata, has been proposed to address the issue of openness,
to process values from heterogeneous sensor devices, and to
control functionalities for data enrichment.When collaborating
with sensor devices through the proposed scheme, context-
aware systems can handle various complex data types of sensing
values. In the Experiment section, we presented the data en-
richment flows, which are described in four levels of data
abstraction layers.*e advantage of the proposed scheme is that
it can provide both users and developers transparency, open-
ness, and broad adaptability to the devices and sensing values.
One of its contributions is to identify context concepts that
improve interpretations of collectable datasets in IoT envi-
ronments on the semantic web stack. Future work is required in
terms of applying the *ingsMetadata concepts in edge-com-
puting environments that are managed in individually isolated
and dedicated demands with lightweight operating system
kernels. Further extensions include improvements in usability
and the development of service domains. Hence, it is necessary
to focus on editing features that collaboratewith relevant parsers
and generators. Moreover, the coverage of analysis procedures
regarding the *ingsMetadata scheme for emerging analysis
results in context information should be determined.
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